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TODAY’S

WATCH

Hatoan present to dima
-these
confusing events so that clarity
is your strength.
You do not
understand these things going on
about you for the plan has been
orchestrated to the tinymost details--the maze ever more difficult to find safe passage. I cannot “force” you to act nor in all
instances will actions bring positive consequences--but
Truth is
what IS is mandatory, lest you
be tossed only with the tide in
ignorance of your plight.
The plan is to confuse you on so
many varying fronts of actions
that you cannot think. The contradictions will be blatant but-since you have capitulated to the
most heinous and obvious delusion of all--it follows in the
mental pattern already set that
you WILL believe everything
they tell you now. It is this way
so that “if” you contradict that
which is being told to you, say
regarding
Russia,
you would
have to contradict
your own
“wise” decision made regarding
all other matters.
Most egos
cannot bear the confession
of
being wrong--the
consequences
of admission will bring such a
burden of guilt that you have
sentenced millions to death by
your foolish conclusions.
The
plan works very well indeed and
always has. You see, the evil

leader does not have to change
the story or the actions--the old
ones work over and over and
over again to perfection.
POISED

FOR WHAT?

Let us look at that which IS.
Herein you will simply have to
believe me when I tell you that
there are replacement ones for
your top leaders--and hundreds
of “not so top” personages.
The
28th George Bl;lsh was put into
the picture on ‘the 12th of January at Camp David.
He was
tested and “smoothed” on the
13th and presented again to you
on the 14th. He did NOT go
walk alone this morning (15th)
to reflect and commune
with
God--he went to be alone so the
messages from his puppet-masters--right
out of Moscow-would not be monitored.
I ask
that, for the moment, that you
accept this which I tell you and
then we will discuss how this
can be true for, of course, many
men have died because they
brought this information.
But
information,
none-the-less,
has
been given to you-the-public as
far back as 20 years past--regarding
genetic/holographic
robotoids which bear identical
memory patterns but are subsequently “programmed”.
I have
written of it in one of the more
recent Journals but will repeat
the information as I have time.
Suffice it for now, please accept
that which I tell you is not only
1
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possible but is, in fact, utilized
in myriads of instances--right
now!
There are several places of topsecurity where these transferences are made and replica holographic information is garnered
for necessary multiples.
Camp
David has been the prime location for transference of top leaders and associates to be later
utilized, for it is used as the
Presidential
Retreat and often
social gatherings, such as birthtop-level
celebrations,
day
meetings with diplomats,
etc.,
are carried out. This technology
has been perfected in the Soviet
Union and thus you have the
reason that your government
seems so indisposed to do anything other than cozy up,to Russia.
Now, look at events to bring
some level of confirmation
to
Your governmen t/cartel
self.
Elite has emptied
your own
storage elevators of grain--to the
communist
nations, most especially Russia AND CHINA!
Next, look at that which Russia
is doing regarding their ally,
They have mildly stated
Iraq.
that they believe Saddam should
move out oft Kuwait and they
voted half-heartedly
(after receiving more money and food
supplies--$2
billion worth--recently) and yet at the time declared they would not “fight” if
there should be war. Brothers,
#6 & 7

they have not even pulled their
people out of Iraq! All the supervisors for the utilization of
all the weapons, etc., sit right
there in security bunkers with
the most sophisticated weaponry
of any place on your globe.
They have beam weapons that
penetrate every electronic security shield that you can put
about your men, equipment or
aircraft--and
shoot
them
to
blithereens in the same motion.
Next, look at that which is going on now in the nice states
which
have
sought
freedom
from the Bear. They have the
tanks in the dooryards
with
bloodied bodies lying about the
streets in great numbers.
Some
of the people, dear ones, as in
China--were
run over by the
tanks themselves.
If you actually think Gorbachev
did not
know, then you are worse off
than even I suspected.
WHEN,

AMERICA?

I can only give you the outline
of the plans as have been laid
forth for, as one option is ill-advised, they instantly turn to another of many alternative actions.
The point, of course, was manyfold. First, to cause some type
of uprising in a very distant
location to insure that there
would be no resistance troops
remaining
to defend domestically as the “New-States/New
Constitution”,
by Executive Order and National Emergency,
came into control. This will include taking control of the economic, political, police, etc. It
will allow for confiscation of all
weapons, money, and property.
It will allow a call to forced labor services as indicated
as
needed
by the government-without pay. It will eventually
take all property and allot living
facilities, etc. Now, firstly, this
will appear to be the work and

accomplishment
of the Banker’s
Cartel Elite--however,
then the
Zionists find a big hardened
steel wall in front of them. You
will be nicely secured and totally under control--especially
if
your multitudes of troops are
dead and there is nothing left for
resistance.
Then the Soviets
simply take control because they
already
have infiltrated
with
communist
troops all over the
U.S.--from
the
South
and
Canada.
There will be no one
to actually resist and, therefore,
it would not likely be necessary
to annihilate the land with nuclear radiation.
Occupation of
the nation is not a problem because your own police forces
will attend the orderly transiResisters will simply be
tion.
shot--by your own police and/or
incarcerated in the already prepared detention centers.
It has
all been done, America!!
It is
already in place and you just allowed the signing of the total
action to take place when you
allowed the passage of the death
sentence upon your military personnel.

Take a short break, Dharma,
there is much confusion about.
1116191
TODAY’S

WATCH

Dharma,
Commander
Hatonn
present, please. I have said the
“truth will set you free”, I have
never said that it would not
make you sick to your very beThere is no time for
ingness.
tears or emotional
wallowing
and you have done everything
you could do to postpone the
I am
writing this morning.
sorry, chela, we must write.
You sit with a letter in your
hand from a young youth in
Saudi Arabia who had borrowed
a Phoenix Journal Express and
he is torn for he recognizes the
truth and yet desires to,discredit
the source
so that there is
I wish to
naught to confront.
tell you a story which may offset, somewhat,
the continuing
blow to you ones.
You may
document this information.

a

Who brings disinformation
to
you? Why would the nice people such as some of the ones of
which, I myself, have spoken
not have the picture? They do,
some of them, and others cannot
believe the extent of the circumstances any better than can you!
Moreover,
many of them are
replacements for the purpose of
beginning to allow you to see,
i

bit by bit, that the game is rcal-the cover-ups real and when the
time comes, you will rebel less.
The point, of course, is to discount this truth and that of others who have tried to tell you
and warn you--but you listened
not--just
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A military person from the service of Korea, and who, by the
way, has a son in Saudi Arabia
and expectations of himself being sent to Saudi Arabia, had
come into the Express and verifies everything we have said regarding Korea and that which is
going on in cover-up of military
matters--and is helpless to make
impact in any manner at all.
Now,
we
shall
speak
of
and Constitutional
“freedom”
#6

7

-_.

rights--IT IS FORBIDDEN TO
EVEN “HAVE” A COPY OF
THE SPOTLIGHT
IN YOUR
POSSESSION--IF
SENT INTO
THAT AREA, IT IS CONFISCATED AS ARE A COUPLE
OF OTHER PAPERS WHICH
PRINT TRUTH.
So will the
Express
soon
be forbidden
reading by your servicemen.
At
this point it is the ONLY way to
get any information
which allows the ones in the Asian sector to have any bits of truth at
all. Please send this letter to the
Editor of SPOTLIGHT.
Dharma, when you first asked
to write you were confronted
most personally and told some
things of which I will herein
remind you. You were told that
you would be given information
which would mean nothing to
you as far as technical information; you would be given proper
credentials and the credibility of
the information would come to
pass in truth of action.
You
were told, in the presence of at
least seven persons of credible
reputation,
that this would be
so.--Has not this, and ever so
much more, come to pass?
I
see that you feel that you cannot
be the one to bring more news
of lies upon your fellowmen,
but chela, how else shall they
come into this truth?
Ours is not to interfere nor even
intervene in the workings
of
your political governments--our
commission
is to bring forth
truth for those who would hear
as the world moves into confusion and chaos beyond
that
which Man has ever experienced
in this cycle of experience.
This, further, is the test of a
scribe, chela.
Will you write
that which I bring or will you
deny God along with the other
of your
who
have
species
strayed so far afield from the
circle of light?
It matters not
how many
“accept”
YOUR
writing as Truth for our mission

.

is to put it to historical reference
that Man may look and see
when he becomes ready to seek
and find Truth.
do

a

THE WAR AT HAND
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
I herein block the visions--just
write please.
It is not a war
over Kuwait, nor of Iraq or
Saddam
Hussein.
You are
squared off for the most destructive
encounter
of your
imaginings.
The wheels have
been set into motion and the
agony of the current decisions
and counter-decisions
are all but
stressing out of ability to function, the replicas, for a replica
has all memory, all observations
with a major exception; no basic
soul conscience.
So, what do
we have here? We have ones in
effort to gain the top control in
a global stand-off having arrived
at your “today” by hook or
crook, subterfuge and manipulation.
r
What has happened?
A worst
scenario case for you “little
people of the lie”. A counterpoint, near “checkmate” of the
two major forces of the globe.
You think Russia is your friend?
You think you were witness to
“freedom”
and
“democracy”
coming to The Soviet Union?
No, you watched a manipulation
of a world--today tells the story
and your government knows it!

?
.
3

a

a

The plan of the Money Cartel
was to gain control by ridding
you of the Constitution
and
coming down in a Socialistic
police force manner. The Soviets desired to wait until that was
done and order restored to you
in the U.S. and then simply
move in for the government
would already be in total conwhat has happened?
trol--so,
The beast has again confronted
differences in who will control
what--albeit the plan is to have
total control over all people,
with the least amount of damage
to the globe itself so that the
winner will have a playground.
Do you not see, that, a firststrike attack against the Soviet
Union herself is your only hope
of any type of victory’?
And
yet, you do not have the
surveillance information
necessary nor do you have the ultimate space command to counter
You
retaliation.
a

Why did I not tell you before
this moment? I did! The strike
was well-planned for December
3--the dark of the moon. Now
it is simply rescheduled
for
#6

7

now, the dark of the moon--but
Again, the
it is anticipated.
news gets leaked because the
ones in the government have no
ability to keep the truth away
from their own puppet-masters!
So, Hatonn--what will happen?
There are a dozen possibilities,
suffice it to say--it is indeed
serious. I suggest that you ones
carefully
consider
turning
in
Truth and proper
lawfulness
again unto God for in this scenario it is the ONLY choice of
true survival. When will it happen?
There are many possibilities, hence the misinformation being fed forth from every
TV and radio broadcast in efforts to cover real intent and action--but I promise you that the
Soviet change of attitude in this
instant manner was in response
to your first-strike against Rus-sia intent. Those have not been
love notes passed back and forth
nor hot-line heavy breathing on
the red phones. What you do in
these next few days may well be
the decision for instant annihilation or a postponement
of
some sort.
The “chess game”
has come to some very crucial
final plays, dear ones.
Dharma, I suggest you leave
this for it is truly enough to
chew this morning and you have
other things of equal importance
to attend.
Do not fear, precious, I stand beside you and we
work on the assumption of necessary
preparations
and
no
deadlines lest we not do of our
proper work.
God holds his
people in the hollow of His
hand and it is most adequate indeed. May He also shed mercy
upon this suffering
land and
humanity.
By the way, you will find most
of the communications
cut off
from the Middle East when you
return to the radio. It, too, will
be kept from you but phone
lines were squelched to the ma-

jor media receivers at approximately the time you came to the
computer
to write or shortly
prior--at any rate, you ones will
not be getting other than propaganda
for the world is in
manipulation.
You see, ACCEPTABLE
LOSSES
have
naught to do with Iraq or Saddam Hussein and that may help
you ones to better understand
the horrendous decisions in the
making.
The element of surprise needed, is not against Iraq.
It could be symbolized perhaps
by the vision of a tremendous
poison
spider
confronting
a
tremendous
poison
scorpion
with each wrong
dance-step
bringing incredible destruction.
Bless each moment given unto
you and use it wisely.
Forgive me, I am most occupied
and I need to attend my own duties. Thank you for service--all
of you, we are now in the fulfilling of our mission purpose-do not become faint of heart for
as we stand within God’s lighted
truth, no harm can come upon
us. So be it and Amen.
Go in peace within that we
might
function
according
to
calm response
in properness.
You have been trained well for
the task at hand and so shall
your performance
be blessed.
Salu and Saalome’, I salute YOU
brothers of my Command.

TODAY’S

WATCH

Hatonn present in the radiance
of God Creator. It is time that I
reintroduce
myself
for ones
about your place call my scribe
and publisher,
Satan and servants of Satan. I am Hatonn of
Holy God serving in the Galactic Fleet in service as a forerunner (Host) for the return of the
Christ Being. I suggest that you
read this before forming judgment for this may,
well be the
.
4
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most important
document
have ever witnessed.

you

Aboard this craft and directly in
charge of this mission is one we
call
“Sananda” ,
meaning
“God/One with God”.
It is a
status recognition
of achievement of the totality of perfection. HE returns for the reclamation of the planet and God’s
people.
I personally am recognized as
Gyeorgos
Ceres
Hatonn,
in
Command
of the PHOENIX
ship previously
recognized
as
the BETHLEHEM.
Identification has been changed to bring
recognition and identification of
the mission at hand. The fleet
in charge of the Master’s return
is based, and training of personnel has originated most recently,
from that star system you recognize as Pleiades.
I care not that
which you have heard from any
Earth-based
human
being.
What you have heard to the
contrary is simply not true. In
my higher capacity I am recognized as Aton and I request that
you hold that label most carefully in your discernment for it
means: The One Light!
It is
synonymous with “God”.
I choose to serve at this time as
a Commander
more
nearly
approximate
to you of Earth
human for I, too, must have
some
understanding
of that
which you perceive you are doing and to be more clearly attuned to my base opposition in
this conflict who is clever only
unto the ways and actions of
Man.
How can YOU trust me? You
very likely cpnnot in the beginning with only ignorance
as
your foundation.
You would
need be privy to all that we have
brought
forth
in these past
months to see that everything
(all) that I have projected has
come or is in the coming to
#6 & 7

I told you months ago
pass.
that Desert Shield would be
called Desert Storm; I told you
days ago that the invasion would
come in a massive manner at
this time--I told you yesterday
morning
that
it would
be
launched on the yester-afternoon
(in your time) but within the
days of the dark of the moon-when Satanic beings can work
in the darkness which suits them
best that their work may be hidden from the masses and the receivers helpless.
You, the U.S., believe you have
done a wondrous thing?
The
young men, itching to bomb targets and become heroes, feel
wondrously good about blowing
people limb from limb and babies into particulate?
Is this
your Godly mission to produce
freedom
and the “American
Way! “? So be it for that is what
the American Way has become
and you saw it not.
You have met far more than
your match for “clever” in Mr.
Hussein, my friends. So far all
you have smashed and destroyed
is exactly that which was probable forfeiture--you will note that
all of General Hussein’s people
are quite well, alert and amused
at your foolishness.
Your war
hasn’t even begun! He allowed
you, the world, to be witness to
the most devastating bombing of
continuing nature to ever strike
any portion of your world.
In
one raid you dumped
more
bomb power on Iraq than three
Hiroshimas--in
just one raid.
Does that make you proud?
Well, the world saw it all and
you tout your pride and you
boast your advantage.
If there
is no retaliation at all, you will
find that ultimately
you will
have LOST THE WAR!
No
man, woman or child on the
face of the Earth will ever again
believe your “thrust for freedom
and human rights!”
You just
fell from your status of that

which the world would mimic
into the most heinous
and
deadly destructor and inhumane
nation ever to serve on the face
of the planet. BUT--THE WAR
HASN’T EVEN BEGUN!!
What will be coming forth will
be beyond that which you can
imagine.
Do you actually believe that one, Saddam Hussein,
will simply call forth “Uncle
Sam” and it will all be finished?
Even if he did so and marched
out of Kuwait this hour--you are
dead ducks in his line of fire-you have not begun to feel the
scorpion’s
sting.
You note
there is no motion to move from
Kuwait!
You have rigged the press so
that you do not know that which
is going on.
Most has been
staged for your digestion without a shred of truth.
Oh yes,
the raids were real for Saddam
desired the world to have no
delusion thatr what will come
from his sector is retaliation and
NOT “FIRST” AGGRESSION.
And you haven’t the slightest
notion of that which Russia is
doing for they have blackened
all news out of all Russia, also.
Terrorists are taking up their
stations all about the U.S.-those not already within the
borders will come from both
North and South and there will
be no place “safe”. So shall it
be in Europe.
I am pained to tell my beloved
friends in New Zealand and
Australia that you are not safe,
either, for so many of the Elite
installations for security are located in your islands. Listen to
what this man has said to you:
“...the Mother of all Wars has
begun! ”
You have
facilities
launched
pinpoint

not touched the REAL
and missiles were not
so that you could not
. locations
.
of
the
5
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installalions.
Iraq has the most
sophisticated and well-equipped
underground
shelter system of
anywhere in your world--you inflicted relatively few casualties
considering the incredible bombardment you sent forth. They
do not need to evacuate to other
locations,
Baghdad--the
people
move underground
where they
have set up supply depots.
IF
THE “WAR” ENDED
THIS
MINUTE--YOU
WILL
NOT
HAVE WON FOR, IN ARAB
CULTURE,
IT WILL NEVER
BE ENDED--on
the surface,
perhaps--really, never!
Why would they sacrifice any
advantage by countering
your
massive attack and lose aircraft
and trained personnel when their
important installations
are untouched and you bear the black
eye of aggressor? IT IS AMERICA WHO IS UNPREPARED
TO SAVE HER NATION-NOT IRAQ OR RUSSIA--YOU
ARE THE ONES WITH NO
SHELTERS OR DEFENSE IN
YOUR DOORYARDS!
There
are many ways to bring down a
nation and you just left the way
wide open, dear ones.
What WILL it be?
That depends--it
mostly depends
on
whether or not Russia *is ready
to take control but I can assure
you that the world shall never
again be able to rest at night for
writhing in the FEAR for you
have no ability to fight such an
attack.
TERRORISM
Now I shall turn my attention to
local matters.
You shudder as
citizens and denounce terrorisn-let me show you right here
what REAL’terrorism
is, and it
comes from your own local
“Christian Community”!!!
As
you will read the letter we will
reprint herein, please read it
with an eye to God and the
Christ for whom you label your
#6 & 7

“churches” and see if you can
believe that the Christ would
utter the words and project such
evil in any manner what-soever!
You-the-public
be the
discernment
bearers.
This is
happening over and over and
has been constant for two years.
I assure you that both the Master, and God Himself, are getting a bit on the side of annoyed.
This cowardly anonymous person continues to say that America West is some sort of a
“cult”.
There is not even so
much as a “group” so how could
this one be so foolish? America
West is just another business in
your community who publishes
a very wide range of literature,
the Journals and Expresses being only
a small
portion.
Would you denounce
Bantam
Books for their publications?
It
seems to me that recently there
was great
outcry
regarding
Salmon Rushdie and sentence of
the Iranians upon him in death
pronouncement--this
is THE
SAME, ONLY WORSE--THIS
IS AGAINST A PUBLISHER
OF MANY VARIED MATERIALS
AND
ATTEMPTS
UPON THE LIFE OF THE
SCRIBE
HAVE
ALREADY
BEEN BLATANT.

p

be it.

you

DO YOU STILL FEEL SO
ALL-FIRED COMFORTED??

You will see that this one refers
to my expression of “your--this
or that” and denounces me. I
refer to it as YOURS for it most
I
certainly is NOT MINE!
come forth from the temples of
God and your planet is most
certainly NOT MY IDEA OF A
GODLY
PLACE.
Furthermore, I make no choice of you
above any other and this writer
of obscene letters suggests I
should go to Cuba. I have also
been “accused”
of being an
Iraqi--so be it, I am! I am ALL
and I have love for the Man of
Cuba and Iraq as I have for any
other creature of God--for God
recognizes no colors of skin or
language of speech.
I suggest
this bigoted “brother of Christianity” might well be marching
toward a bit of trouble on
“Judgment Day”!

This information has gone to the
local news press and to the police. It is also sent with a cover
letter to every major newspaper
in the country and shall be put
on every radio station. You believe you have done a clever and
“Christian”
house-cleaning???
You have proven
to every
brother who reads the documents that you are evil in both
person
and
intent--there
is
nothing
“CHRISTIAN”
about
your being.
(Exactly
with no corrections,

a

I request that the letter of threats
from this local person and/or
group from Tehachapi
against
the
publisher
and
business
workers of these writings be
published right here--next . For
I wish to speak to it. For all of
you who do not realize it--my
scribe and these ones have literally been attempted
in assassination and other vile attacks. They have received prior
threats from cowardly
anonymous threat senders and obscene
personalities but it has become
serious and I wish to comment
regarding contents so that there
is no misunderstanding
of my
rebuttal to these ones who believe themselves
gallant
and
powerful--YOU ARE NAUGHT
BUT COWARDS
AND DECEIVERS AND AS YOU SAY
YOU ARE WATCHING
EVERY
MOVE
OF THESE
ONES / WHQ SERVE GOD-6
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etc.)
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a

do

do

a

#6 & 7

Chapters 38 and 39 for starters.
So, where would you guess God
would return?
Well, I SUGGEST--ANYWHERE
HE
CHOOSES!

38
PROPHECIES

do
good.

Dharma, I ask that you obtain
specific
documents
regarding
the scripture of Ezekiel in point.
I ask that you utilize a translation by one, George M. Lamsa,
from the Holy Bible from the
Ancient Eastern Caramaic text.
Simply write it herein as translated from that text. Ones can
take their own version of translation of the Holy Scriptures as
they choose and use for comparison.

2
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What have you to say, Community? Is this the wondrous place
for God’s return?
You believe
that which you will but I
promise you--I SPEAK TRUTH
and the time is at hand and I
doubt there IS even one of your
“Christian leaders and congregations” who will dispute the
time is at hand! How did you
think it would happen?
To
whom did you think the words
forth?
would
be
brought
WHERE DID YOU
Israel perhaps?
Israel is Palestine--“israel” simply is a word
meaning “God’s Chosen”
You
had better go and read Ezekiel,
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and

blood shall get your ticket to
some fluffy clouds.
If you will
ascend it shall most surely be at
God’s direction and not to a bit
of fluffy radioactive clouds! So
May God give insight
be it.
into your understanding.
Salu.
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MASTER ESU SANANDA
“JESUS”, THE
PALE PROPHET
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I harken you to recall my previous instructioes
regarding
the
Khazar Zionists.
Recall that I
told you they are not “Jews”-they are of the now referred to,
MonChinese
gols/Russian/Nordic
tribes,
“The Thirteenth Tribe”.
I will
not go into the remaining content of Ezekiel’s projections but
suffice it to say that there will
be some most ugly days ahead
in this passage of segment.

21
and
and
22 So
and
23

I force nothing upon any of you-1 bring the messages and you
will do that which you will with
the outlaying. I remind you that
“IF A THING BE OF FORCE-IT IS NOT OF GOD!”
You
will EACH come into your own
opinion and action but I further
remind you--that which is evil
and against the laws of God and
The
Creation--will

and
hand
and
24
and
and
2.5
and
upon
and

God. It is a time of returning
into Truth within the LAWS of
GOD as given forth--that is the
price of the ticket on “lift-off”
No . other’s,
spilling of
day*
9
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I have no intention of replaying
the thousands of pages of messages, herein. I ask simply that
Esu’s last two writings through
Thomas
be herein appended.
Then I ask that you give understanding to my need for call to
duty for if you fail to note--your
planet is set to self-destruct and
my command is most busy indeed. I shall be asking for more
and more input from Sananda
for two reasons. Man must begin to ready himself for that
which is c0min.g and, further, to
give confirmation
that Truth is
not coming from only one or
two sources but from many.
for
Dharma
also
receives
Sananda but you of the readers
must find your balance and
ability to understand that Truth
is Truth is Truth and is ever unchanged from one source unto
another.
It is time that you
come up from your cots and
open your eyes unto that which
IS and cease your pretending for
you cast your stones at the
Why do
wrong “presenters”.
you not attend properly those
ones who have given you false
teachings
for lo, these many
years?
May God truly have
mercy upon you blind lambs for
you are so deceived that you
know not Truth when it flows
all about thee.
You choose to
follow the pious pretenders and
‘II in k
await some “rapture”?
about it and then let us discern
who may appear to be “mad”.
Thank you for your attention.
I
ask that you continue to read as
I bow unto my own Commander
#6 & 7

that His voice can begin to be
heard throughout the land.
IN
GREAT
APPRECIATION
YOU.

LOVE
AND
I SALUTE

HATONN TO CLEAR AS I
MUST ATTEND MY OTHER
DUTIES. GOOD DAY.

TODAY’S

WATCH

Shadows only prove the presence of a brighter light! Do not
be weakened
by that which
comes about you. Hatonn present to serve God, planet and
brother--Salu.
Do not be misled by that which
is presented unto you by the
media. The media is organized
to give Saddam Hussein false
information
in order to hopefully dissuade him from further
involvement.
It is not working
for the only thing it is doing is
giving you-the-people
false information.
The Iraqi defense system is superb and there were many of
your planes lost--into the count
of the sixties. The information
will be kept from you to prevent
further division of the people
and more demonstrations
for
peace.
The Israelis reponded to the attack instantly and did not call
off their attack.
They responded
with chemical
warheads and were told not to use
them when it was found that
Saddam had not utilized chemicals.
The retaliation was then
instantly joined by the U.S.
forces in an attempt to hide the
Israeli response by sheer numbers of aircraft in the air. The
hoopla about no retaliation was
false--the response was immediate. This is more cover-up and
more attempt
to emotionally

disarm Saddam--which,
by the
way is NOT WORKING.
He
and his henchmen know exactly
that which they do and are
masters
at the planning--you
have hardly just begun this
nightmare.
I
must
tell
that
YOU
announouncement
coming back
I’about the number of “Scuds”
” knocked out in subsequent attacks is false--they have no way
to account for the missiles and
this is to put you back to sleep.
CAMP

prefer to have you do yourself
in and/or fatigue your entire
population
with this war for
human
rights and
“freedom,
taking
democracy”
before
You are NOT getting
action.
accurate information out of RusDo not
sia either, dear ones.
delude yourselves
back again
into your stupor and false security.
Pay attention to the Earthquakes
of this day in Thailand--the
sleeping giants are beginning to
stir.

DAVID

Oh yes, Mr. President
will
(MUST) go to Camp David.
Remember,
he has to be fed
instructions and given any necessary attention
and realignment. His thought patterns have
to have their weekly attitude
Did you not hear
adjustment.
the several spokesmen who said,
“Bush does not appear to even
be the same man,” as he returned from Camp David on the
13th of January?
He wasn’t!
By the way, being “at the residence” instead of the Oval office means that the Elite are in
security
shelters--just
you-thepublic have no shelters nor defense.
Funny thing about this scenario:
you are sitting ducks and yet Israel, Iraq, etc., have wondrous
defense shelters and there are
hardly any casualties--from
direct bombing.
Do you think
New
York,
San Francisco,
Chicago
and/or
Los Angeles
will be so fortunate?
How
about Austin, Texas or Port
Arthur? Bakersfield or Omaha?
What about St. Louis? Oh yes,
there are hundreds of off-shore
Canadian
and Mexican-based
missiles aimed right at your
cities.
From less than fifty
miles across your southern border are elaborate installations
along
with the enemy
tank
batallions:
The Soviets would
10
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WHILE NO ONE
WATCHES
The banks and markets
are
finding patterns if you but watch
however, you will be getting little information
and they will
appear to fluctuate
with no
balance or direction.
No, they
are falling directly into line-Good
especially gold and oil.
news and the prices of both
drop--war news and they both
Remember,
this is an
rise.
economic
war based on the
structuring
of the One World
You who watch
Government.
in wisdom can protect yourselves to great extent.
I am continually
asked about
how the system of creation and
destruction of reserves is accomYou see, it all goes
plished.
back to the Federal Reserve
(Feds) who literally “loan” your
money into existence--“at interest”.
Commercial banks create money
from
based .,on multiples of their deposits (reserves).
This created
money
is then
The loan
loaned at interest.
debt principal and the money
paid thereon go out of existence
as the principal is paid down.
The point in question is always
misunderstanding
regarding destroying money as principal as it
4’6 & 7

-

is repaid and what happens
when a loan is not repaid, but is
default--your
lost
through
immediate
and overwhelming
problem.
In the former case, the Reserve
component on which the loan is
based is released and becomes
available as the Reserve on
which another Fractional
Reserve loan can be made (read
SPIRAL
TO
ECONOMIC
DISASTER).
In the latter case,
the lending bank loses the reserve covering the loan, but an
amount of money equal to the
defaulted loan principal remains
in existence and circulating in
the economy.
Assuming, lets say, a 12 percent
reserve requirement,
a deposit
of $1 million in a commercial
bank does not limit that bank to
making $1 million in new loans.
It can retain $120,000 as a reserve against lending this $1
million deposit, and use the remaining $880,000 as “excess reserves” which it can invest, or
use as reserves to lend additional money
The remaining $880,000 can be
re-loaned against the retention
of $105,600 (12% of $880,000)
in reserves, and the remainder-be
re-loaned
$774,400--can
against 12 percent thereof being
retained as a reserve, and on
and on and on.
Some have called for the creation of debt-free money in the
U.S. directly by the treasury. A
limited amount of such money is
actually already in circulation,
as U.S. notes and cupro-nickel
coinage (1, 5, 10, 25 and 50
cents, and the Susan B. Anthony
$1 coin).
Now let us consider
some ways the “private sector”
can introduce debt-free money
into the economy:
A bank loan is defaulted
upon and is written off by the
lending bank.

A successful bank robbery
of uncirculated currency which
is spent into circulation within
the U.S.
The successful introduction
of a perfect counterfeit currency
which is spent into the U.S.
economy.
You actually have more of all
three (above) than you might
guess.
It would appear, however, that
an economy based on loan defaults,. bank robberies and counterfeltmg could not exactly be
expected continually to prosper,
never mind that bank robbery
and counterfeiting
are illegal.
[Dharma, write this immediately
and pause long enough for us to
consider what is going on with
the power supply for the input is
under tampering.
Hold up
please, until I check the circumstances.] [Thank you--there has
just been a major incident at
7:19; you will want to check it
out when you leave the writing.]
Back to the above subject-inpoint, please.
The fact that
“debt-free”
money
can only
come into existence
through
such dubious means just underlines
the
strangle-hold
the
bankers have on the financial
system.
Money could be created by the
treasury as it now creates U.S.
notes and coins. The money so
created could be lent to states
and communities,
interest-free,
for the construction of voter-approved infrastructure
projects,
and to retire existing interestbearing debt.
It could also be
lent at a reasonable rate of interest to banks which would
then re-lend it to borrowers at a
higher rate of interest.
Banks could operate under such
a regime; indeed, credit unions
already do so.
Credit unions
are
mergber-owned
financial
11
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cooperatives
which accept deposits from members and relend these deposits to memberborrowers.
A credit union charges a higher
rate of interest on loans it makes
than it pays on deposits;
the
credit
union’s
operating
expenses and earnings are covered
by the “spread” between the
interest it pays depositors and
the interest it charges borrowers.
And credit unions are in
better financial
shape,
as a
group, than commercial
banks
or savings and loan associations.
Banks, however, earn interest
on the money they lend into existence and use these earnings to
operating
expenses-Pay
salaries, rent, taxes, utilities and
such--set aside reserves for bad
debts, and then pay dividends to
If enough
their shareholders.
real estate, credit card and Third
World loans go belly-up,
the
bank first charges the loss to
profits. If profits are wiped out,
they look to their loan loss reserves.
If these reserves are
wiped out, the bank is technically insolvent.
You operate under a system that
requires more and more money
be created just to pay’ interest.
When the ultimate impossibility
of borrowing $10 and promising
to repay $11, if the 1 lth dollars
must also be borrowed into existence, is finally recognized,
you will either have a drastic
monetary reform or experience
a financial collapse and I believe
you know which to expect!
Let us look at some comparative
figures
which will be good
examples. Beginning in December, 1978, the Federal Reserve
Credit was $124 billion.
For
August, 1990 the average Federal Reserve Credit was $280
billion.
(These are rounded
numbers.)
#6 6r 7

This represents a steady overall
increase in the Reserve Credit
which is the basis of your
money supply.
This steady increase indicates that more and
more money must be created to
pay increasing taxes and service
the increasing national debt in
addition
to maintaining
the
Gross National Product.
Federal Reserve Credit is the
Fed’s loans to commercial banks
which use these borrowings as
reserves against which much
larger sums of money are loaned
into existence.
The “Fed”, like
commercial
banks,
creates
money by making loans. But it
does not make loans to individuals or corporations the way
commercial banks do. It lends
only to the U.S. Treasury and to
its member banks. It does so by
buying bonds, notes and bills issued by the treasury.
The Fed
can either buy these securities
directly from the treasury, or
from a bank.
As you can probably
quite
plainly see, you-the-citizen-taxpayer pay the bill in the ending.
I still tell you that as you effort
to figure all this financial wizardry out for investments--it
is
going to collapse on you either
through
its own
weight
or
through
National
Emergency
Executive
Order
Regulations.
From this nice new war, creating a National Emergency and
bringing into play all the Executive Orders we have discussed,
the Government can now close
and regulate the banks even unto
confiscation
of your
funds.
They can likewise confiscate all
gold in any form. I still suggest
the safest option for protection
is to invest in a foundation, etc.,
which
then borrows
against
GOLD and LEAVES
IT IN
THE
BANK
AS
The bank must be one
in which the Cartel deals for the
LAST confiscation
will be of

their

own

collateral

deposits.

I hope this did not simply cloud
the water and make the subject
even more confusing.
I make
every effort to respond as the
questions flow in great quantity-however, in this most crucial
time which claims so much of
my attention,
I must beg patience as I find little time for
properly
responding
to other
than immediate emergency situations.
There are not going to be
“perfect” methods for you to
preserve assets and that which
will work this day may very
well not work on the morrow-however, if you handle your assets through
this investment
method and get things out of
your “names” and into corporations, you will be provided with
much protection which is simply
absent otherwise.
Keep assets
which might be accrued--moving and into other corporations
and in use to the maximum for
that which is parked in what you
consider “safety” is pin-pointed
and will be either confiscated,
heavily
taxed
and/or
made
worthless by total exchange of
the money product itself. As a
cashless system comes into play
and exchange
notes are provided--all available assets will
be open to the government’s
documentation
and use as the
“regulations”
are thrust upon
you. I simply again lay this information before you for consideration
and use, if you so
desire.
._ Again,
I have no
interest in this matter and if you
are interested
in information
about
resources--you
may
inquire of the publisher of this
I have neither the
material.
time nor intent to personally
advise anyone.
If, however,
.
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you would like to participate in
security in God’s work and information dispersing,
I would
offer you resource--what you do
is up to you.
I realize that it is difficult for
you ones to attend all the myriad of details in such a time of
chaos and confusion, but all I
can do is present it unto you and
you must decide how and which
method is suitable to your particular situation.
Gold will ultimately go up in price to even
more ridiculous prices before it
drops out in depression and then
it will fall relative to prices,
i.e., an ounce of gold now
would buy a suit of clothes--in
depression,
an ounce of gold
will still buy a suit--you will not
be able to talk dollar for dollar,
for that has no longer any
“meaning”.
I would suggest that if you desire to utilize such a method of
preservation
of funds that you
not tarry too long for already
the intent is to shut down the
open purchasing of that pretty
yellow “stuff”.
It will not be
long in your counting before it
is no longer legal to trade in
gold--after the Elite get their arrangements
in order and the
metal into their possession for
REAL manipulation.
You-thepeople have a somewhat brief
“window” of opportunity herein
but plans are to close these windows very soon. Bush has now
been given the power to control
these things by force and will do
so; after all, it is the intent of
the entire scenario
unfolding
around you.
ANTARCTICA
I have alSo been petitioned to
further discuss, in depth, the
technological aspects of the GerI
mans, etc., in Antarctica.
must ask indulgence
on this
I haven’t the time to
subject.
discuss it herein but you can
#6

7

find back-up information if you
do a bit of research.
I cannot
spare my scribe the time to do it
for you but quite a bit is in
publication.
Thank you for
your inquiry and attention.
DESERT

concept of “protection” of those
poor, misplaced Kuwaiti citizens.
You proclaim atrocities
by the Iraqis? What about your
blowing to bits these innocent
people with your napalm and
cluster bombs?

STORM!

I am barraged with inquiries regarding information that I have
written and re-written--please,
dear ones, read that which has
already been given relating to
this situation and the past activities bringing you to this point.
You will find that America’s
military venture into the Middle
East was planned in New York
City months and months ago. I
do not create the “facts”, I simply outlay them to you and you
miss the entire point of the
whole venture.
Precious
ones,
you have to
know you are going to war in a
specific location
in order to
have the hundreds of thousands
of uniforms and
equipment available on
such “short notice”.
I remind you of the beginning of
this build-up.
Your President
told you that your
Armed
Forces were being sent to Saudi
Arabia at a terrific expense to an
already overburdened
budget-“to protect Americans,
American interests
and
safeguard
American principles”,
further,
to prevent
“aggression
into
Saudi Arabia”.
How does this
statement equate with the wipeoff-the-globe
bombings of Iraq
and Kuwait? You have already
done ten to a hundred times the
damage to Kuwait in one day
than in all her history!
Is this
the
the way you “PROTECT”
American way, democracy and
“SAVE A NATION”?
“Blanket
bombing”, I believe, is the terminology regarding the bombing
raids on Kuwait within these
current hours.
What a quaint

a
Well, Bush and his mentor,
Herr Kissinger, tell the American people that you must go to
war, but they have never given
even a remotely intelligent reason for so doing.
WORST

It was the Soviets and their
undercover partners of International
Zionism
(not David’s
Jews), who cooperated fully in
the takeover of Kuwait.
Any
claims that the Soviets are siding with America against Iraq
are nothing but criminal propaganda.
Note that the Soviets
have not sent even one man to
the fray beside
the “U.N.
troops”; further, the Soviet advisers and workers have never
left Iraq nor Kuwait.
Just to give YQUa bit of clarity
of insight, let me point out a little something
regarding
the
ending
of the “cold war”.
While you cut back on military
spending in America by around
some 12% (meager, but something)--tlze
I
would like to quote you a little
speech
made by a Russian,
Demitri Manualisky, in 1946 as
he projected the future intent of
the Soviet Union:
“WE will give unheard of
peace
concessions,
and
the
capitalist nations, the nations of
’ Christendom’, stupid and decadent, will leap at the chance to
be our friends, they will be
willing to cooperate in their own
self-destruction.
Then when
they have gone to sleep, we will
SMASH them with our clenched
fist. ”

.
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CASE

Precious citizens of the world-take a good clear look at something you may have missed:

The Soviets and East German
scientists
have provided
Iraq
with electronic gear which can
be used to jam your AWAC spy
planes and disrupt the electronic
systems of your attack helicopters and fighter planes. It is
one of the reasons
Hussein
seems to remain so cool when
confronted
by overwhelming
military
odds--he
knows
the
difference
in truth and propaganda.
It is a known fact in your State
Department
that Soviet planes
military
have
been
flying
equipment from Libya into Iraq
since the w8r crisis began in
August. Your State Department
even allowed, with knowledge,
the shipping of a super-computer through an Iraqi front
organization in Brazil to Iraq--in
August, after the troops were
#6 & 7

deployed and in place. Why are
these things not told to you
through
the national
media?
While the media glibly tells you
that Gorbachev is your undying
friend and to be trusted, the
tells
you that the Soviets have advanced a $150 million credit
line to Iraq for the purchase of
military
supplies.
All this,
while you are contemplating
sending the Soviets another couple of billions of dollars worth
of food products----oh
yes, you
are!
The CIA has come right out and
told you that the Kuwait invasion had been in the planning
stages for months, whether or
not you wish to accept the truth
of it. The scenario was carried
out most carefully by your government, after they tricked Hussein into his military actions.
As early as ten days before the
Kuwaiti
invasion,
representatives
of
State
your
Department assured Hussein that
you had no military treaty with
Kuwait and that you really
didn’t care what he did there.
Further, it is openly admitted
that it was fully expected that,
“Iraq would take a portion of
Kuwait in the northern sector
but it was not expected that they
would take it all!”
You had best be inquiring

as to

HENRY

KISSINGER-AGAIN!

a

It is KNOWN
that Henry
Kissinger, the German-Jew who
was a KGB agent during World
War II, employs a staff of over
50 persons
including
several
dozen geopolitical advisors who
have served during
different
administrations and who can be
trusted
with
carrying
out
“Henry’s” plans for the New
World
Order (that President
Bush is constantly pushing).

go

As a matter of record, Henry
Kissinger gave the order--for
you see, Bush is an “ordertaker”--not “giver”.
Neither is
he a “decision-maker” and must
go forth to Camp David and
elsewhere
to receive
orders.
The facts are that the “Kissinger
orders” come from much higher
than Henry Kissinger!
It appears that these nice advisors, Brent p Scowcroft,
Bush’s
National Security Advisor and
Lawrence Eagleburger officially
the Assistant Secretary of State
under
James Baker,
are in
reality
dent and follow him around
wherever he goes, making sure
that he adheres to the New Age
Order.
You will notice these
ones are in constant attendance
at every new encounter.
This
assures that the “order givers”
know at all times, instantly,
what the President is doing and
saying.
If problems arise, they
can immediately take corrective
action to see that the President
does exactly that which he is
told.
PUNCH

LINE

Not pleasant to confront, dear
ones, but none-the-less it shall
be laid forth herein--again:
The
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a
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a

3

Saddam Hussein may be a most
despicable man but I dare say he
is not alone in his despotism.
You had best listen up when you
hear the “new Christians and
speak of “Z.O.G.”
leaders”
Pay attention, chelas, this is the
“Zionist
‘Occupation
Governmerit”, which already controls
and which is
your country
leading you at a terrific pace
straight into the New World Order which they plan to totally
control.
#6 & 7

Allow

us closure, please, as I
attend
other
matters.
Thank you for your service.
God bless and keep you ones in
His
lighted
security
within
safety.
Good-day.
Hatonn to
clear, please.
must

Let us begin Thomas.
I Am
Esu Jmmanuel Sananda present
in the Radiance of Aton/God.
I
come in His Service within The
Creation which is above ALL.
There is weeping in heaven this
day for your planet.
You have gone past the artificial
deadline established
that The
Plan may be initiated in its fullness. Soon the killing shall begin in earnest and the ones on
the homeshores
shall be left
guessing.. . ”did my son die, was
he hit.. . ” Those initiating such
measures care not whether sons
die for that Is The Plan.. . to kill
off as many as possible.
The
Plan is so horrendous that those
of the “Christian” and “thinking”
populace
cannot
comprehend
such evil.. .yet you ones continally forget that it is Satan himself controllinp: the verv ones
who vield the scvthe of death.
The thoughts race among even
mine own precious ones.. .will
there be time.. .will there be
time.. . what
do
we
do.. .preparations
must
be
made.. . how
much
time?????
etc., etc., etc.
Ever you ones
may do that which you able with
that with which you have to use
at your disposal.. .nothing more
and nothing less. To sit idly by
at this time when the foreknowledge has been offered would be
the worst kind of foolishness
and one which you yourselves
shall experience
the consequences of.
When the confiscation begins in America, and
it shall indeed,
the weapons
shall be THE FIRST. Always it
shall be much sooner than you
expect so it is the better part of

wisdom to make
while
rations
still.. . time.

your prepathere
is

What will be the reaction of the
American
citizenry when the
tanks roll in? Will there even
be a reaction at all for is there
not a lot of troop movement for
Desert Shield? Mostly the sleep
will continue only to find that
when the awakening is upon
them they are found bound in
the detention centers awaiting
the execution.. .or worse.
The
plans are devious and dark indeed.. .for with Satan at the
helm you may expect the very
worst.
And yet for some who
“go along” it shall simply be
another
small adjustment
to
make. ..the troops on the corner.. . the curfews.. .afterall, you
get no news now so the freedom
of information
won’t change
much...just
more of what they
want to show you.
The
psychopolitics
has been far far
too effective. ,We come to offer
man his way out.. .his ticket
home unto glory if he will but
listen.
But alas the sleep has
been too deep and all but the
tiniest number shall take the
path laid forth by the Master
Deceiver Himself.. .like sheep to
the slaughter.
It will be a long
time before the ones who take
the left path find their way
home
unto
God.. .but
they
shall...eventually,
but it shall be
a hard and long journey.
Ever is the freedom of choice
within the world of man. Yet
this day the dye is all but
cast...and
it shall be red,
BLOOD RED.
There will be
no washing of this blood from
the hands of those who sent the
beloved and brave men to the
slaughter and God weeps for
man’s ignorance.
Holy Spirit within may I walk in
peace this day. May the Spirit
touch the many who walk in
fear and ignorance that the com‘>
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fort may come upon them in the
knowledge
of your Presence.
Holy Spirit, awaken within man
the connection with your Source
that he may come into wisdom.
Let us be mindful this day of
those who shall soon become
dust upon your place for the decisions made by you the people.
Holy Spirit, let me ever walk
the road of red that the journey
home be filled with glory in
Your Presence.
Let us close this Thomas,
in peace.

walk

Salu
I Am Sananda

I am no longer Jmmanuel...I
am
I am
returned as Sananda.
come in Radiance and in service
Faunto
The
ther/God/Aton.. .and I have returned to fulfill the prophecies
of long past for this is the ending of a cycle and it is the dark
period of the cycle indeed.
Saddam
speaks
truth,
“The
Mother of all wars is now
started. ” Oh, children of the
lie, we weep for your ignorance. Blind aggression?
What
think you of bombing an entire
nation?
And you see it not,
your nation sees it not. So few
will walk with us and i’t is so
sad, for the glory in these
realms is beyond description.
To serve the higher good of man
is the greatest
of all honors.. .particularly
at the ending
of
historical
an
CYcle.. .particularly on this planet.
Give great thanks this ,day for
thine participation
within this
Play for it shall unfold magnificently befbre you, yet so too
I tell thee that there shall be
much
bloodshed,
confusion,
chaos, and the path will not be
an easy one for the Controllers
would have you working in their
camps.. . their prearranged
sta#6 & 7

tions.
Will you go without a
struggle? Will you serve on the
road crews quietly? How many
among you will go as the sheep?
And so too what merit it to
struggle in the face of overwhelming odds only to result in
death of the physical
body?
These questions shall al1 be answered before all is said and
done.
It is a time to gather in food
stuffs. To think that such measures may not be required is
dreaming.. . you have entered a
dangerous, dangerous time and
the net will soon fall all around
you.. .and all straggling
fragments shall be gathered in to
perfection.
These ones do their
work extremely well.. .no matter
the loss of life.
Caution, in your efforts to garner supplies that shall indeed be
needed at a later time do not diminish &l cash reserves for you
shall need this too for a time. If
you are low on cash reserves,
once again rebuild them so that
this area also is covered for
times
of
“inactivity”
or
“shutdown”.
For those even among our own
grouping who do not listen to
the warning we bring, you ones
shall be left wondering.
Charity
shall be ever present in My
House and those who abide with
me...yet for any to expect it is
We give
most foolish indeed.
great honor to you ones who are
responding appropriately
to the
The
instructions
as given.
preparations shall serve you well
and shall be the cornerstone for
the rebuilding.. . for there shall
be rebuilding and there shall be
the remnant.
Let us hope that
those who profess service unto
us are among the ones serving at
that hour.
It is a dark day indeed for your
world.
The death blows now
shall be tit for tat.. .only the

death counts will not be in the
single or double or triple digits.
Walk ever within the Light and
command the Holy Spirit Presence within to remain ever in
alignment with The Laws and
with His Will that His Plan may
Walk in
achieve be fulfilled.
peace for the road shall grow
most uncertain and strange.
Salu
I Am Sananda
*******

PLEIADES CONNECTION,
RETURN OF THE PHOENIX
By Hatonn
This Journal continues the practice of keeping you updated on
major world events while giving
YOU much other information
about many topics.
You can leampthe
about
the origins of humans upon this
planet, our purposes here and
why the truth has been hidden
from us.
We have help to overcome all of
our major difficulties IF we will
return to living under the Laws
of Creation and God.
Many other topics are covered,
such as types of dwellings best
for our use from now on
Pleiadian
after
(patterned
dwellings). - Future Revelations
and Earth changes - The Constitution of the United Nations
Industrial Development
Organization under which Pres. Bush
is operating our country instead
of the Constitution of the United
States - What
love is Spacecraft -Types of metal used
in them - About 666 and its
significance
- How the planet
Venus got into our solar system
and details about its surface (not
as some have told us) - The dan.
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$2.50 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from Americ;
or your Local Distributor.

West

.
is $20 per 13 issues
(including back issues for the
period) or $75 per 52 issues.
SAenzri;;dersW;;t
P.O. Box 986
93581.

Payments to:
Distrtbutors,
Tehachapi, CA.

For credit card orders Telei hone 1 800 729-4 13 1 or 805
,

1991
$4.50
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